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[1] A method for assimilating observations of long-lived species such as ozone (O3) and
nitrous oxide (N2O) in a three-dimensional chemistry transport model (3D-CTM) is
described. The model is forced by the temperature and wind analyses from the European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). The O3 and N2O fields used in
this study are obtained from the Sub-Millimeter Radiometer (SMR) aboard the Odin
satellite. The assimilation technique used is the sequential statistical interpolation
approach. The parametrization of the error covariance matrix of the model forecast field is
described. A sensitivity study of the system parameters is done in terms of the OMF
(observation minus forecast) vector also called ‘‘innovation’’ vector and in terms of the c2

(chi-square) test. The effect of the correlation distances is critical for the assimilated field.
The RMS (root mean square) of the OMF for the correlation distances is minimal for
values of 1500 km in the meridional direction and 500 km in the zonal direction for both
O3 and N2O. The treatment of the meridional distance as a function of latitude does not
reveal an important improvement. The c2 diagnostic shows that the asymptotic value
of the model error (the model error of saturation) is optimal for the value of 12.5% for O3

and 18% for N2O. We demonstrate the applicability of the developed assimilation method
for the Odin/SMR data. We also present first results of the assimilation of Odin/SMR
ozone and nitrous oxide for the period from 22 December 2001 to 17 January
2002. INDEX TERMS: 3337 Meteorology and Atmospheric Dynamics: Numerical modeling and data

assimilation; 0340 Atmospheric Composition and Structure: Middle atmosphere—composition and chemistry;

0341 Atmospheric Composition and Structure: Middle atmosphere—constituent transport and chemistry

(3334); KEYWORDS: assimilation, chemistry, transport

Citation: El Amraoui, L., et al. (2004), Assimilation of Odin/SMR O3 and N2O measurements in a three-dimensional chemistry

transport model, J. Geophys. Res., 109, D22304, doi:10.1029/2004JD004796.

1. Introduction

[2] Several satellite instruments such as the Total Ozone
Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS), the Microwave Limb
Sounder (MLS) on the Upper Atmospheric Research Satel-
lite (UARS) and the Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment
(GOME) have been launched in the past ten years, in order
to make measurements of atmospheric species in the strato-
sphere and mesosphere. These instruments provided a large
data set of ozone and other chemical species and have

helped scientists to study and to better understand the
evolution of the Earth’s middle atmosphere. A new gener-
ation of satellite instruments aboard the ESA satellite
ENVISAT or the EOS-AURA satellite of NASA will
provide measurements of many species and will help to
improve the observation quality and thus contribute to better
understand the complexity of the atmospheric phenomena.
The Odin satellite is one of the most recent satellites. It has
the original mission to make both astronomy and aeronomy
measurements and includes two instruments. A ultra-violet-
visible and near Infra-Red instrument, the Optical Spectro-
graph and Infrared Imager System (OSIRIS), measures
ozone (O3), nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and aerosols. The
second instrument is the Sub-Millimeter Radiometer
(SMR) capable of detecting simultaneously many species
such as O3, chlorine monoxide (ClO) and nitrous oxide
(N2O) in the stratosphere.
[3] On the other hand, several kinds of models have also

been used to study the Earth’s atmosphere and in particular
the ozone depletion in the polar regions: trajectory models
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[Pierce and Fairlie, 1993], trajectory-chemistry models
[Becker et al., 2000], diabatic trajectory-chemistry model
(DTCM) [Lukyanov et al., 2003], and three-dimensional
chemical transport models (3D-CTM) [Lefèvre et al., 1994;
Chipperfield, 1999].
[4] Data assimilation consists of combining in an optimal

way observations provided by instruments with an a priori
knowledge about a physical system such as a model output.
In atmospheric research this technique has become a pow-
erful tool for improving model results by constraining the a
priori knowledge of the model with the observations in
order to determine the true state of the atmosphere.
[5] Generally the assimilation methods are divided into

two families: the variational method [Fisher and Lary,
1995; Elbern and Schmidt, 1999] and the sequential method
[Khattatov et al., 2000; Levelt et al., 1998]. The difference
between both methods is not the subject of this paper. A
detailed discussion of the two methods and their limitations
is presented by Khattatov et al. [1999] and by Chipperfield
et al. [2002].
[6] The aim of this work is (1) to determine the optimal

parameters of the assimilation system when applied to O3

and N2O fields measured by the Odin/SMR instrument and
(2) to present first results of the assimilation system. The
parameters concerned by this study are the correlation
distances of the forecast error covariance matrix and the
model error.
[7] Data from Odin/SMR are presented in section 2. The

assimilation technique and the assimilation parameters are
described in section 3. Section 4 deals with the optimization
of important parameters: the model error and the correlation
distances. Results of the assimilation runs for O3 and N2O
are presented and discussed in section 5.

2. Odin/SMR Data

[8] Odin is a Swedish-led mini-satellite funded by Swe-
den, France, Canada and Finland [Murtagh et al., 2002].
It was launched in February 2001 into a polar Sun-
synchronous circular orbit with the ascending node at
18 hours and an inclination of about 97.8�. The altitude
of the satellite is �600 km and the duration of one orbit is
96 minutes. The satellite makes about 15 orbits per day and
provides a global coverage in the sense that all longitudinal
ranges have been sampled. Measurements are normally
made in the plane of the orbit covering the latitude range
from 83�S to 83�N. Each orbit contains about 60 limb
scans profiles of each measured species. The aeronomy
part is devoted to the study of chemical and dynamical
processes in the stratosphere and mesosphere. The SMR
instrument aboard the Odin satellite consists of 4 sub-
millimeter radiometers in the range 486–504, 541–558,
547–564 and 563–580 GHz. SMR performs passive at-
mospheric observations in the stratosphere and mesosphere
by using the limb-sounding technique. The detected signals
are spectrally analyzed with a resolution of 2 MHz by two
auto-correlator spectrometers of 800 MHz bandwidth each.
[9] For the aeronomy part of the Odin mission there

are four observation modes: the stratospheric, the odd-
hydrogen, the odd-nitrogen, and the water isotope mode.
The stratospheric mode provides measurements of major
stratospheric constituents such as O3, ClO, N2O and HNO3.

[10] The vertical profiles of these species are simulta-
neously retrieved using the MOLIERE-5 code (Microwave
Observation Line Estimation and Retrieval, version 5)
[Urban et al., 2004] which is installed within the French
level 2 processor CTSO (Chaı̂ne de Traitement Scientifique
Odin) [Baron, 1999; Lautié, 2003]. The retrieval technique
used is the Optimal Estimation Method [Rodgers, 2000].
[11] In the stratospheric mode, the Odin/SMR instrument

scans the limb of the atmosphere from 7 to 70 km in about
90 seconds. Throughout this work we use CTSO-version
222 data. The vertical resolution of the measurements in the
stratosphere is of about 2 km. Both N2O and O3 are
retrieved in the 501.8 GHz band. Typically N2O is retrieved
in the stratosphere above 15 km with a single-scan precision
in the order of 5%, and O3 between �20 and �50 km with a
single-scan precision of about 25%. The preliminary vali-
dation analysis of the Odin/SMR instrument indicates that
the upper limits of systematic errors of the measurements in
the lower stratosphere is about 20–40 ppbv for N2O, and
1 ppmv for O3 in the 501.8 GHz band.

3. Data Assimilation Tool

3.1. MSDOL System

[12] The MSDOL system (Monitoring of Stratospheric
Depletion of the Ozone Layer) has been developed in
the framework of the preparation of the exploitation of
ENVISAT data with the aim to assimilate vertical profiles
of stratospheric ozone measured by satellite experiments
[Hauchecorne et al., 1999]. The system assimilates in a
optimal way satellite measurements that are irregularly
located in space and time using the sequential assimilation
technique. The model is a 3D-CTM of the middle atmo-
sphere driven by external wind and temperature fields. In the
next subsections, we give the description of both the model
and the assimilation module used in the MSDOL system.

3.2. Model

[13] The atmospheric model used for this study is a
version of the ROSE (Research for Ozone in the Strato-
sphere and its Evolution) model. We only give a brief
description of this model. For a complete description, the
reader is referred to Rose and Brasseur [1989]. The used
version is driven by ECMWF wind and temperature fields.
It provides the distribution of 38 chemical species (27 long-
lived and 11 short-lived species) through 145 chemical or
photolysis reactions, including heterogeneous processes,
within 5 chemical families. The altitude is defined at
constant pressure for 36 pressure levels between 250 and
0.1 hPa (from �10 to �60 km) which gives a vertical
resolution of �1.3 km. The model horizontal resolution is
2.5� both in latitude and longitude and the transport scheme
is semi-Lagrangian. The model can be run with a time-step
of 30 minutes with or without the chemical processes.

3.3. Assimilation Module

[14] In this section we give a brief description of the
mathematical approach of the assimilation scheme based on
the equations of the Kalman filter. The Kalman filter has
been successfully applied to the assimilation of tracer
measurements [Levelt et al., 1998; Khattatov et al., 2000].
The sequential assimilation algorithm used in this work uses
the Optimal Interpolation (OI) technique, an approximation
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of the Kalman filter designed to assimilate measurements of
long-lived stratospheric chemical species such as O3 and
N2O. The assimilation of short-lived photochemical species
in such a kind of assimilation system is meaningless
because the model window is very large compared to the
lifetime of the species.
[15] In the OI method, the concentration state of the

species is expressed as a linear combination of the back-
ground state vector xb and the vector of observations y:

xa ¼ xb þK y�H xbð Þð Þ ð1Þ

K ¼ BHT HBHT þ R
� ��1 ð2Þ

where xa is the analysis state and K is the weighting
function matrix which is a function of the forecast error
covariance matrix B, of the observation error covariance
matrix R and of the interpolation operator H mapping the
3D model field on the observation locations by linear
interpolation. The observations are assumed to be uncorre-
lated, i.e., the R matrix is diagonal. Their elements
(variances) rii are computed from the uncertainties of the
SMR data

rii ¼ s2ii ð3Þ

where sii is the total error of the measurements.
[16] The error covariance matrix of the analysis is

expressed as [Lorenc, 1986]:

A ¼ B�KHB ð4Þ

[17] In our case the B matrix is expressed as

B ¼ D1=2CD1=2

where C is the matrix containing the correlations and D the
matrix containing the variances of the analyzed species.
(The 1/2 sign means the square root of the variances). The
time evolution of the forecast error variances is expressed as

bii tþ4tð Þ ¼ M bii tð Þð Þ þ qii tð Þ ð5Þ

whereM is the model operator, Dt the integration time of the
model (fixed to 30 minutes) and qii(t) the error representing
the imperfections of the model (the so-called model error).
The off-diagonal elements of B are expressed as

bij ¼ cij biibjj
� �1=2 ð6Þ

where cij is the correlation function of the forecast error
which depends only on the distance:

cij ¼ exp �
dzð Þij
2Lz

� �2

�
dmð Þij
2Lm

� �2
 !

ð7Þ

(dz)ij and (dm)ij are the zonal and meridional distances
between locations i and j, respectively, and Lz and Lm are
the zonal and meridional correlations lengths, respectively.

The vertical correlation length has a constant value (about
200 meters) whatever the values of Lz and Lm are.
[18] The assimilation algorithm depends on many param-

eters which should be fixed beforehand. No analytical
method exists to choose these parameters and an empirical
approach is needed to optimize them.
[19] Many methods have been applied to choose the

adjustable parameters: the C
2 (chi-square) diagnostics

which should ideally produce values near 1 and should
not exhibit a temporal trend [Menard and Chang, 2000;
Khattatov et al., 2000] and the minimization of the RMS
(Root Mean Square) of the OMF (Observation minus
Forecast vector) [Khattatov et al., 2000; Chipperfield et
al., 2002; Fierli et al., 2002].

4. Adjustment of the Assimilation Parameters

[20] The analysis quality mainly depends on the values of
the system parameters. The concerned parameters for the
adjustment are: the zonal and the meridional correlation
distances (Lz and Lm) and the model error (q).
[21] Khattatov et al. [2000] and Fierli et al. [2002] reveal

that the value of c2 primarily depends on the value of the
error growth and not on the correlation distances. On the
other hand, the same authors found that the RMS of
the OMFs is principally sensitive to the correlation lengths.
We adopt the same methodology to tune the assimilation
parameters.

4.1. Correlation Distances

[22] The adjustment of the correlation lengths is thus
done by the minimization of the RMS of the OMFs. The
criterium of this test consists of having values of the OMFs
as close to zero as possible. In this work, the sequential
assimilation scheme is first applied to the Odin/SMR
measurements in order to adjust the parameters. Results
indicate that the RMS value of the OMFs depends both on
the correlation distances and on the model error for both O3

and N2O data. The values of the correlation distances have
been varied from 200 to 1500 km for the meridional
distance, and from 500 to 1500 km for the zonal distance.
The model error has been varied from 1% to 45%.
[23] Table 1 reports the root mean square values of the

OMFs for both O3 and N2O for all chosen correlation
distances. The RMS minimum value of the OMFs for both
O3 and N2O is obtained for correlation distance values of
1500 km and 500 km in zonal and meridional directions,
respectively. Khattatov et al. [2000] obtain 1000 km both in

Table 1. RMS of the OMFs for Different Correlations Distance

Values

Correlation Distances

O3, ppmv N2O, ppbvZonal Meridional

500 200 0.844 22.813
500 500 0.835 22.392
1000 200 1.371 21.977
1000 500 0.823 21.890
1000 1000 0.874 25.205
1500 200 0.894 21.763
1500 500 0.817 21.314
1500 1000 0.819 21.458
1500 1500 0.822 21.525
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zonal and meridional directions when they assimilate MLS
data in the 3D-CTM. On the other hand, Fierli et al. [2002]
have obtained 500 km in the zonal direction for the same
data but with a high horizontal resolution isentropic model.
This shows that the correlation distances of the error
covariance matrix depend on the used model rather than
on the measurements. The dependence of the meridional
distance as a function of latitude was also investigated; the
result does not reveal any important improvement in com-
parison with a constant value of Lm.

4.2. Model Error

[24] The model error variance (equation (5)) describes the
increase of the forecast error variance due to model imper-
fections. In the MSDOL system the variation of the model
error with time is assumed to be [Savijärvi, 1995]

dq tð Þ
dt

¼ aþ bq tð Þð Þ 1� q tð Þ
qsat

� �
ð8Þ

where a is the linear growth rate of the error [ppmv s�1], b
the exponential growth rate [s�1] of the error and qsat is the
saturation error.
[25] Stratospheric mode observations are typically done

on one day out of three time-shared with other (astronom-
ical) observation modes. Because of this discontinuity in the
stream of measurements to be assimilated, we have adjusted
the parameters a and b in an optimal way in order to assure
that the model error does not grow too rapidly and,
consequently, the system keeps in mind the information
from the previous assimilated observations during periods
without measurements.
[26] In Figure 1 we give an example of the evolution of

the model error for both ozone and nitrous oxide species.

The chosen parameters for ozone and nitrous oxide are
respectively 3.472 � 10�6 and 0.174 � 10�6 ppmv�s�1 for
a, 2.315 � 10�6 and 0.927 � 10�6 s�1 for b and 1 and
0.04 ppmv for qsat. These curves represent the solutions of
equation (8).
[27] Using these values of a and b, we carried out a test in

order to investigate the effect of the lack of measurements on
the assimilated field. We first run the assimilation system for
a given period and obtained a reference output corresponding
to a precise date.We thenmade the same test, but with the last
12 hours of measurements eliminated. The maximal differ-
ence between the resulting assimilated field and the reference
field on the reference date was 6%. When the last 3 days of
measurements were omitted, the maximal difference reaches
18%, which should be still acceptable.
[28] The value of the saturation error qsat (equation (8))

represents the asymptotic error toward which the analysis
error will tend to converge in the absence of measurements.
The value of this parameter shown in Figure 1 is just an
example. In the MSDOL system, the value of qsat is
proportional to the background field. The proportionality
factor is an adjusted parameter that will be extracted from
the OMF statistics and the c2 test.
[29] In a first time we study the behavior of the RMS

deviation of the OMFs with respect to the model error. The
saturation error qsat was then varied from 0.1 to 45% of the
background field separately for both ozone and nitrous
oxide. In Figure 2 we present the variation of the RMS
deviation for different values of the saturation model error.
The RMS variation for ozone and nitrous oxide is large for
small values of the saturation model error until a value
where the variation becomes very small. This value corre-
sponds to about 12.5% for ozone and 15% for nitrous oxide.
This means that the assimilation system is sensitive to the
model error when we assimilate ozone and nitrous oxide
starting from the respective values of 12.5% and 15%. To
fix the exact values of the model error which better estimate
the matrices of covariances for both ozone and nitrous
oxide, we use the c2 diagnostic.

Figure 1. Example of the temporal evolution of the model
error for (top) ozone and (bottom) nitrous oxide. The
parameters are for ozone and nitrous oxide, respectively:
a = 3.472 � 10�6 and 0.174 � 10�6 ppmv�s�1, b = 2.315 �
10�6 and 0.927 � 10�6 s�1, qsat = 1 and 0.04 ppmv.

Figure 2. Evolution of the RMS deviation of the OMF for
different saturation model error values. Results are shown
for (top) ozone and (bottom) nitrous oxide.
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[30] For each assimilation analysis the value of c2 is
computed as

C2 ¼ y�H xbð Þð ÞT HBHT þ R
� ��1

y�H xbð Þð Þ ð9Þ

The saturation error qsat for this test was varied from 0.2 to
25% for both ozone and nitrous oxide. As mentioned by
Khattatov et al. [2000] and by Chipperfield et al. [2002],

the c2 diagnostic allows to examine the consistency of the
error covariance parametrization.
[31] In Table 2 we give the mean value of the quantity

c2/N for both O3 and N2O, where N is the number of
observations used in the analysis. The mean value of c2/N
is larger than 1 for small values of the model error which
means that the covariances are underestimated. The mean
value of c2/N is close to 1 for the value of qsat of 12.5%
for ozone, and is between 15% and 20% for nitrous oxide.
These results are consistent with the results obtained with
the OMF test. For nitrous oxide we have chosen the value of
18%, this model error value gives a mean value of c2/N of
about 0.997. The initial value of the analysis error is fixed to
be qsat in the beginning of the assimilation.
[32] To demonstrate the effect of the asymptotic value of

the model error in the assimilated field, we show in Figure 3
the results of the zonally averaged time evolution of the
ozone analysis (top) and the ozone analysis error (bottom).
This presentation is done for two values of the saturation
model error: 2.5% (left) and 12.5% (right). In the first case,

Table 2. Mean Value of c2/N for Different Values of the Model

Error

Model Error, % O3 N2O

2.5 1.347 1.424
5 1.304 1.361
10 1.309 1.352
12.5 1.108 1.156
15 0.984 1.118
20 0.975 0.978
25 0.956 0.942

Figure 3. Zonally averaged time evolution of the assimilated ozone field (top frames) and analysis error
(bottom frames) at 31.47 hPa (�24.3 km). The assimilation period is from December 22, 2001, until
January 17, 2002. The presentations are done for two values of the saturation model errors: 2.5% (left
frames) and 12.5% (right frames).
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we clearly show that when measurements are taken into
account the analysis error does not change and remains
practically constant for the whole assimilation period.
Periods when measurements become available are repre-
sented by a blue rectangle above the X-axis. In the second
case a saturation model error of 12.5% is assumed. The
analysis state shows some differences compared to the first
case. In particular, the ozone concentration at midlatitudes is
increased due to the assimilation of measurements. Further-
more we notice that both the analysis state and the analysis
error strongly depend on the presence of measurements. In
the first case (2.5%), the analysis state and the analysis error
are both insensitive to the presence of measurements. In the
second case with 12.5% of the model error, the analysis
state changes when measurements become available. With
regard to the analysis error, its initial value at the beginning
of the assimilation is the asymptotic value; after meeting
the first measurements, the analysis error decreases signif-
icantly. However, when there are no measurements, the
model error asymptotically increases toward qsat according
to equation (8) as shown in Figure 1.
[33] In Figure 4 we present the same variations for nitrous

oxide for model errors of 2.5 and 18%. The same comments
as for ozone can be made. For the first value of the

saturation model error (i.e., 2.5%), the analysis field of
nitrous oxide is smooth and the analysis error is uniform.
When the saturation error increases (18%), the assimilated
field is much less smooth: it is sensitive to the presence of
measurements: measurements modify both the structure and
the value of nitrous oxide concentrations. The value of the
analysis error also depends on the presence of measure-
ments. Therefore, when measurements become available,
the analysis error decreases, and when there are no measure-
ments it tends to increase.

5. Assimilation Results

[34] After having fixed the parameters (correlation dis-
tances: 1500 km and 500 km for zonal and meridional
directions respectively for both O3 and N2O and qsat =
12.5% and 18% for O3 and N2O, respectively), assimila-
tion runs were performed separately for ozone and nitrous
oxide. The SMR version 222 retrievals are made at
constant altitude with a vertical resolution of about 2 km.
On the other hand, the assimilation fields (analysis and
error fields) and the model outputs are given at constant
pressure levels with a vertical resolution of about 1.3 km.
In order to have the same level of presentation, SMR

Figure 4. Same as Figure 5, but for nitrous oxide at 26.14 hPa (�25.6 km). The saturation model errors
are: 2.5% (left frames) and 18% (right frames).
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measurements were linearly interpolated on the grid of
the assimilated products.
[35] In Figure 5 we show the Odin/SMR ozone measure-

ments (left), the model output without assimilation (middle),
and the assimilated ozone field (right) at the 26.14 hPa

pressure level (�25.6 km). The Odin/SMR measurements
presented for different periods correspond to measurements
taken during 24 hours before the indicated date of the
assimilation outputs. The ozone mixing ratios are quite
underestimated by the model and the corresponding minima

Figure 5. Results of ozone measurements from the SMR instrument in the northern hemisphere and
assimilation run made from December 22, 2001, until January 17, 2002. The SMR retrievals are made at
constant altitude with a vertical resolution of about 2 km from 18 km up to 50 km. The assimilation
outputs are given at constant pressure levels with a vertical resolution of about 1.3 km from 10 up to
60 km. The model output (middle) and the assimilation field (right-hand side) are given at 26.14 hPa; the
presented SMR measurements (left-hand side) are interpolated on 26.14 hPa. (a) SMR measurements are
those of 24 hours accumulated from December 24 (12h00) to December 25 (12h00), 2001; model and
assimilation fields are those of December 25, 2001, at 12h00 UTC. (b) SMR (from December 30 at
12h00 to December 31, 2001, at 12h00); model and assimilation outputs are those of December 31, 2001,
at 12h00 UTC. (c) SMR (from January 2 at 12h00 to January 3, 2002, at 12h00); model and assimilation
outputs are those of January 3, 2002, at 12h00 UTC). (d) SMR (from January 7 at 12h00 to January 8,
2002, at 12h00); model and assimilation outputs are those of January 8, 2002, at 12h00 UTC).
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are not localized, in contrast to what is given by the
assimilated field where the corresponding minimum and
maximum concentrations present a clear correlation with the
measurements. However, the assimilated field shows finer
structures. The ozone assimilated fields clearly show that
the minimum of ozone at the beginning of the assimilation
run is situated over Europe (Figure 5a), it moves after over
the Atlantic Ocean (Figures 5b and 5c), and finally comes
back over Europe (Figure 5d). In Figure 6 we present results
obtained for nitrous oxide. The use of the 3D-CTM alone
does not produce the minimal values of N2O; however, in
the end of the assimilation run (Figure 6d), the structure of
the vortex begins to appear. We estimate that the date of the

model initialization is not sufficient to produce the actual
structure of the vortex for nitrous oxide and also for ozone:
the model is initialized with a constant zonal mean distri-
bution and thus many days of run are needed to produce the
actual structures of the species fields. The model under-
estimates the nitrous oxide concentration in comparison
with the assimilated fields especially in the minimum
concentrations, however the localization of the minimum
and the maximum concentrations are almost the same. The
comparison of the nitrous oxide measurements with the
assimilated field shows a very good agreement: the minimal
and maximal concentrations are very localized. The north-
ern polar vortex of nitrous oxide (minimum concentrations)

Figure 6. Same as Figure 5, but for nitrous oxide. The assimilated products are presented at 45.63 hPa.
Measurements are interpolated on the same level.
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evolution in the measurements and assimilated field is in a
good agreement with the evolution of the ozone polar
vortex (Figure 5).

6. Conclusions

[36] In this work we have presented an assimilation
system capable to assimilate long-lived species in the
stratosphere into a 3D-CTM. We have optimized the assim-
ilation system to assimilate separately ozone and nitrous
oxide measurements as measured by Odin/SMR.
[37] The parametrization of the forecast error covariance

matrix makes the assimilation more flexible. The OMF
diagnostic indicates that the correlation distances for
Odin/SMR are optimal for values of 1500 km and 500 km
in the meridional and zonal directions, respectively. This
estimation seems to be independent on the assimilated
molecule. However, the OMF and the c2 diagnostics show
that the model error depends on the assimilated molecule
(12.5% for ozone and 18% for nitrous oxide). These results
seem to be reasonable because, for the correlation distances,
the geographical situations of measurements are the same
for both molecules, but for the model error, the chemical
characteristics are different from one molecule to the other.
[38] These assimilation runs are the first results obtained

with the Odin/SMR measurements into a 3D-CTM. The
objective of the present work was the optimization of
the assimilation system with respect to Odin/SMR data.
The analysis demonstrates its applicability to ozone and
nitrous oxide. The comparison between ozone and nitrous
oxide assimilated fields shows that the dynamical evolution
of the ozone vortex is in very good agreement with the
dynamical evolution of nitrous oxide vortex.
[39] At this first step, we are now able to perform more

intensive scientific studies. We will focus on the Arctic and
Antarctic ozone holes to apply the developed assimilation
technique to investigate quantitatively the dynamical evo-
lution of the vortices and chemical ozone loss.
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